BOOK REVIEW

HONDA UPGRADES

TRAINING SOFTWARE

Twisting Throttle
New Teqlqnd

Want to learn the basics of riding a
motorcycle before actually throwing
a leg over a real one? Then Honda
in Japan has a deal for you. The
company has just announced the

development of updated software for
the Riding Trainer (pictured) designed
to teach motorcycle safety effectively.
The new software has been developed
to provide even more realistic situations and conditions including dash
displays and the engine sounds of
15 actual motorcycle models, from
small scooters through to litre-plus
sports/tourers. Thanks to another new
'leature, desk-bound newbies can also
experience Honda's Combined Brake
System (CBS)and Combined ABS.
Honda created the Riding Trainer for
developing riders' ability to foresee
and predict dangers encountered in
motorcycle riding.
Approxi-
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mately
5,000
units are

currently
in use in
53 countries.

FOUNDER CALLS TIME ON
CLASSIC YAMAHA SQUAD
Yamaha Classic Racing Team (YCRT)
founder Ferry Brouwer has announced
that he will be disbanding the team
and returning the bikes to the factory
at the end of the year. Former works
GP mechanic Brouwer came up with
the idea of a classic race team for
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Subtitled 'A Kiwi's guide to the
:rp 50 rides in the Land of the
-cng White Cloud,'this is Mike
-!,de's third book (following on
"cm Twisting Throttle Australia
:^d Twisting Throttle America),
,rd is a worthy addition to
=ry rider's bookshelf. Think
f u've been everywhere in New
-:aland and seen everything?
-rink again!

SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE
', rile many of the routes are
:-e obvious main rides you'd
; r pect to find in such a guide,
th about half in each of the
'.crth and South lslands, and
,:out half road and the other
- alf adventure, there is definitely
-:nrething in Twisting Throttle
' .Zf or everyone.
--e road routes are fully sealed
='d the adventure routes vary
-'rm good shingle roads to
- robbies needed if it's wet.'
3,.' no means are the latter trail
' :es, but equally you'd probably
-:t want to take your sportsbike
:-ere, either.
BY V.STROM
'.' ke rode them all on one of
- s two V-Strom Suzukis (his
-ans-Australia and -America
:

DL1000 or his new DL650) laden
with panniers and top box, so
you can judge the degree of
difficulty from that.
M ike's self-deprecating writing
style is as dry as a Canterbury
summer, and you either get
his humour or you don't. lf you
do, you'll laugh out loud at his
tales (l did!) but even if not, all
the written detail is provided
in anecdotalform to help you
choose your next destination.
Each route can be ridden in
less than a day, but most have
additional side routes to add to
the experience.

SUPERB PHOTOGRAPHY
found the book easy to read
as he narrates the quirks and
oddities that make up the
reason why any particular route
has been included. Each of the
50 chapters is accompanied
by a map and road-by-road
instructions, with GPS coordinates to make the route
easy to follow, but it's the
photographs that made me want
to get my bike out of the garage
and ride.
They are superb, and just
knowing that such scenery
exists should be enough to get
you pulling on your helmet and

fumbling in your pocket for your
keys.

WIN A SIGNED COPY
Twisting Throttle New Zealand
will be on sale for $39.99 from 2
August 2013, but you can win a
signed copy. Post your contact
details to TTNZ, 45 Stonebridge
Way, Prebbleton 7604 before
the next issue of Kiwi Rider hits
the stands and you'll be in the

draw.

demonstration purposes after organising the 1998 Centennial event at the
Assen circuit and it looks like the
'flying farewell' for bikes and riders will
at this year's Classic TT on the lsle of
Man from the 23rd to 26th August.
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lf you've seen one of these recently
and wondered what it is, wonder no
longer. lt is an SE version of Triumph's
top-selling Bonneville and is one of
two limited edition 2013 models - the
other is a Speed Triple SE - now on
sale, albeit in very limited numbers,
here. The new Special Edition Bonneville sports a funky red frame and

contrasting Matt Black and Cranberry
Red paint job and front indicators,
headlight and black mounts from its
Thruxton cousin. lt also gets a unique
vinyl seat, black pillion grab rail, engine bash plate and black (rather than
chrome

Twisting Throttle New
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by Mike Hyde
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